Elementary Curriculum Provider
Lincoln Empowered - http://info.lincolnlearningsolutions.org/uva

We feel passionately that all students deserve access to the most powerful, personalized curriculum possible to
ensure true content mastery. No matter the grade level, all Lincoln Learning Solutions content is created by education
and industry professionals according to the same research-based principles and learning design. This innovative
curriculum provides a predictable learning routine that seamlessly blends content and the best-in-class technology to
create a pathway for students to own their learning.
Each lesson’s variety of digital learning objects (e.g., instructional texts, videos, games, interactive simulations,
assessments) gives students multiple ways to engage with, understand, and demonstrate mastery of the content. By
breaking national and state standards into key learning objectives and presenting students with concrete learning
objects, we help them to master standards in a manageable fashion.

Middle/High School Curriculum Providers
6-12 Odysseyware
Odysseyware is an innovative, multimedia-enriched online curriculum company. Odysseyware
personalized instructional tools provide 21st-century educational solutions by offering courses in core subjects
along with enriching electives, CTE, AP and professional development all aligned to national and state
standards. Odysseyware takes the question of where students can learn out of the equation. With our fully
HTML5 course library, students can learn anywhere, anytime, on any device, via our powerful Learning
Management System delivering hundreds of multimedia-based courses. They also have access to powerful
supports including translations in 23 languages, vocabulary and reference libraries, text-to-speech, and
immediate coaching for writing skills via the Writer Tool.
https://www.odysseyware.com/

6-12 Edgenuity
As a company of educators, we know teachers and administrators work tirelessly to meet the needs of
all their students. That’s why we’ve made it our mission to provide schools with the tools and resources they
need to leverage technology in ways that improve student outcomes. We’ve seen firsthand that all districts,
schools, and students have unique needs that can’t be met with a one-size-fits-all solution. With that in mind,
we dedicated our efforts to creating powerful, but flexible products and solutions that give educators more
ways to manage and customize their program, and students the personalization and engagement they need to
succeed. But it doesn’t end there; we work side by side with our school and district partners every step of the
way to ensure they have the support they need to achieve their goals.
https://www.edgenuity.com/

